'Wind in the Tower' by Suyin Han is a sympathetic biography of Mao which completes a massive and comprehensive narrative of his life and legacy. Han's work provides a detailed account of Mao's role in the Chinese Revolution, from his early days as a revolutionary leader to his later years in power. The book is known for its balanced approach, combining personal insights with historical analysis. Han's sympathetic portrayal of Mao is evident throughout the text, offering readers a nuanced understanding of one of the most influential figures in 20th-century history.

The book is divided into two volumes. The first volume, 'Wind in the Tower: Mao Tsetung and the Chinese Revolution 1949-1975,' covers the period from World War II to Mao's death. It delves into the complex political landscape of China during this time, exploring the challenges faced by Mao and his followers in building a新中国. The second volume continues the story, providing a comprehensive overview of Mao's influence and the lasting impact of his leadership on China.

'Wind in the Tower' has been widely acclaimed for its depth and detail, offering readers a rich understanding of the Chinese Revolution and its impact on the nation and the world. The book is an essential read for anyone interested in Chinese history, politics, and the legacy of Mao Tse-Tung.